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Dear Mr Hogan
Subject: Standing Committee on Tax and Revenue - Taxpayer Engagement with the Tax System
CPA Australia represents the diverse interests of more than 155,000 members in 118 countries. Our vision is
to make CPA Australia the global accountancy designation for strategic business leaders. Against this
background and in the public interest, we provide this submission in response to the Inquiry into taxpayer
engagement with the tax system.
The Australian economy is well developed and sophisticated – one where people have broad and varied
choices of the goods and services they may choose to consume.
The best reference point on how taxpayers choose to engage with the tax system is Australian Taxation Office
(ATO) data. It is understood that around 74 per cent of individual taxpayers in Australia choose to have their
annual returns prepared and lodged by tax agents, and over 94 per cent of businesses have their returns
prepared and lodged by tax agents. These percentages have remained roughly the same for many years.
Many businesses will also engage BAS agents for their BAS preparation and lodgment work.
The inquiry has sought information on why certain taxpayers choose to engage tax and other intermediaries
and we provide the following insights.
There is no single reason, rather there are a number of reasons taxpayers choose to engage tax
professionals.
In the main these reasons include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Complexity for individuals - for example where competing government policy priorities and the
subsequent legislation result in the co-mingling of welfare system payments, medicate, private health
etc. with the income tax system.
Complexity for businesses – business has the extra complexity of appropriate business entity
structures, for example, sole traders, partnerships, trusts superannuation funds
Complexity of the income tax laws and to ensure they are not overpaying taxes at Federal or state/
territory level(s)
Ensuring they are claiming everything they are legally entitled to claim.
To enable small business owners to concentrate on running and growing their business rather than
being captured by the never ending compliance demands of the various government agencies,
councils etc. amongst others
Providing peace-of-mind – individuals and businesses can get a higher degree of comfort and
reassurance that their tax affairs are correct if they engage a tax agent to prepare their return
Mistrust of the ATO – for whatever reason many taxpayers do not trust the ATO and/or have a fear of
being audited and therefore using an agent helps them to ameliorate their concerns.

CPA Australia has long advocated for the de-coupling of income tax and welfare measures to simplify the tax
system, but at the same time we acknowledge that the realities of political decision-making mean this is
unlikely to occur in any meaningful way at any time in the future.
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